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TunesKit Newly Launched iTunes DRM Media Converter for Mac
Posted by Dan Miners on July 01, 2014 3:15:09 PM.

July 01, 2014 ‐ TunesKit Studio newly released its iTunes DRM Media Converter tool ‐ TunesKit for Mac to help iTunes users strip DRM
protection off movies and TV shows rented or purchased from Apple iTunes Store and convert those M4V videos to DRM‐free MP4 format
on Mac OS X with fast speed and high quality.

By converting DRM locked iTunes movies with TunesKit DRM Media Converter, movie fans are free to enjoy any iTunes movie rentals and
purchases on various popular mobile devices and media players such as Samsung Galaxy Note, HTC, Nokia, Nexus, iPhone, iPad, VCL, WMP,
etc.

Unlike other iTunes DRM M4V converter in the market, TunesKit for Mac adopts a unique DRM decryption technique which makes it one of
the smartest and fastest iTunes Video Converter to convert a batch of DRM‐ed iTunes movies to unprotected MP4 at 20 times faster speed
with 100% original subtitles, 5.1 audio tracks and 1080P HD resolution preserved.

"Due to Apple's FairPlay DRM policy, movies and TV episodes rented or bought from iTunes are protected in M4V format and restricted to
play on Apple's devices only." said Lee, the R&D manager of TunesKit. "Converting the DRM protected iTunes M4V videos to non‐DRM MP4
files has never been an easy task, especially on Apple's own Mac OS X platform. TunesKit for Mac finally solves the problem by employing
an innovative DRM decryption processing core that enables users legally remove the DRM from any iTunes movies in just seconds."

"Besides, in order to make it easy to use, TunesKit for Mac is designed to be handy with an intuitive interface so that anyone can be the
master of DRM removal." Lee continues, "We know there is no 'perfect' iTunes DRM converter. But we are just trying to make it happen."

The current version of TunesKit for Mac is fully compatible with Mac OS X Yosemite 10.10, Mavericks 10.9, Mountain Lion 10.8, 10.7 and
10.6. A Windows version of TunesKit iTunes DRM Converter is now in development and will be coming out soon.

About TunesKit
TunesKit Studio is a top‐leading software developer dedicated to providing the best iTunes DRM removal solutions and services to
customers throughout the world with advanced technology and prompt online help system. As a reliable iTunes DRM removal solution
provider, TunesKit also offers free life‐long software upgrade for paying users. All products developed from TunesKit are home editions
for personal use only.
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